!

GLENOAKS POLICE PATROL-June, 2014

!

To join the GLENOAKS NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH, email: ksemmes@semonin.com

Summer is here and we need you to help us, by making sure when you see or hear something call 502-222-0111 if
you live in Oldham County and 502-574-2111 if you live in Jefferson County calling the next day after you discover
something has happened the night before does little to help.
IF YOU SEE OR HEAR IT REPORT IT!
CITATIONS ISSUED BY:

LMDP Officer Paul R. Hixon

e-mail: phixon1@twc.com

Patrol Area: All of of GlenOaks including both the Jefferson & Oldham County areas
Resident* Neighbors**
Service
Deliveries
SPEEDING
DISREGARDING STOP SIGN
IMPROPER or EXPIRED REGISTRATION
IMPROPER USE of, or NO OPERATORS LICENSE
PARKING WARNING
OR CITATIONS

7

3
5

House Watches

1
2

1
3

38

Night Watch Notice

Others

1
1

8
5
3
1
2

Comments and Actions:
1. person(s) unknown stole letters and damaged the statue at the entrance to the “Greens”; potential suspects are being ID'd 2 letters
have been found and returned
2. person(s) unknown stole emblem and letters taken from the rock sign at the entrance to the country club; the emblem and some
letters were located on the first and second fairways and returned to the country club
3. unauthorized swimming at the country club after the closing of the pool; investigation in progress
4. unauthorized use of golf carts on the roadways within the subdivision,-I have had a conversation with country club and explained
the Kentucky Revised Statues to them.
5. monitored Laurel Lane regarding speeding construction workers, I arranged my schedule to monitor the area cited those drivers
that violated the traffic laws.
6. with the weather changing, the lake has become a popular place. On three different occasions young children were using the lake
without adult supervision, in each case children departed..
7. young adults are still trespassing onto the MSD pump station property and onto golf course property known as “the pit”

CITATIONS ISSUED BY:
LaGrange Police Officer Major W.F. Conway
LaGrange Police Officer Sgt. Bruce Goodfleisch
Citation Type
SPEEDING
DISREGARDING STOP SIGN
IMPROPER or EXPIRED REGISTRATION
NO SEAT BELT
NO INSURANCE or INSURANCE CARD
FAILURE TO USE TURN SIGNAL
PARKING WARNING
OR CITATIONS

0

e-mail: fconway@lagrangepolice.com
e-mail: bgoodfleisch@lagrangepolice.com

Patrol Area: Oldham County portion of GlenOaks “ONLY”
Resident* Neighbors**
Service
2
4
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
House Watches

1

Deliveries

Night Watch Notices

Others
4
2

0

Comments and Actions:
1) Also stopped and spoke to a 10 year old boy riding an electric motorcycle on the roadway, he was informed not to be on the public roadway or the motorcycle
would be impounded.
2) Teenagers are knocking over trash cans on Monday nights when they are set out for pick-up the next morning.
3) A group of teenagers ran from an officer through the driving range and ran into the wooded and area then disappeared. They are using the golf course as
cover and this will continue until they are caught or someone turns them in.

*****
* Residents-Includes residents of all sections of “GlenOaks”
** Neighbors-includes residents of “Moser Farms”, “Norton Commons”, and “The Reserve Estates
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